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It is known that geometry assumes, as things given, both the notion of
spa e and the rst prin iples of onstru tions in spa e. She gives de nitions
of them whi h are merely nominal, while the true determinations appear in
the form of axioms. The relation of these assumptions remains onsequently
in darkness; we neither per eive whether and how far their onne tion is
ne essary, nor a priori, whether it is possible.
From Eu lid to Legendre (to name the most famous of modern reforming geometers) this darkness was leared up neither by mathemati ians nor
by su h philosophers as on erned themselves with it. The reason of this
is doubtless that the general notion of multiply extended magnitudes (in
whi h spa e-magnitudes are in luded) remained entirely unworked. I have
in the rst pla e, therefore, set myself the task of onstru ting the notion of
a multiply extended magnitude out of general notions of magnitude. It will
follow from this that a multiply extended magnitude is apable of di erent
measure-relations, and onsequently that spa e is only a parti ular ase of
a triply extended magnitude. But hen e ows as a ne essary onsequen e
that the propositions of geometry annot be derived from general notions of
magnitude, but that the properties whi h distinguish spa e from other oneivable triply extended magnitudes are only to be dedu ed from experien e.
Thus arises the problem, to dis over the simplest matters of fa t from whi h
the measure-relations of spa e may be determined; a problem whi h from the
nature of the ase is not ompletely determinate, sin e there may be several
systems of matters of fa t whi h suÆ e to determine the measure-relations of
spa e|the most important system for our present purpose being that whi h
Eu lid has laid down as a foundation. These matters of fa t are|like all
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matters of fa t|not ne essary, but only of empiri al ertainty; they are hypotheses. We may therefore investigate their probability, whi h within the
limits of observation is of ourse very great, and inquire about the justi e
of their extension beyond the limits of observation, on the side both of the
in nitely great and of the in nitely small.
I. Notion of an n-ply extended magnitude.

In pro eeding to attempt the solution of the rst of these problems, the
development of the notion of a multiply extended magnitude, I think I may
the more laim indulgent riti ism in that I am not pra tised in su h undertakings of a philosophi al nature where the diÆ ulty lies more in the notions
themselves than in the onstru tion; and that besides some very short hints
on the matter given by Privy Coun illor Gauss in his se ond memoir on
Biquadrati Residues, in the Gottingen Gelehrte Anzeige, and in his Jubileebook, and some philosophi al resear hes of Herbart, I ould make use of no
previous labours.

x 1.

Magnitude-notions are only possible where there is an ante edent
general notion whi h admits of di erent spe ialisations. A ording as there
exists among these spe ialisations a ontinuous path from one to another or
not, they form a ontinuous or dis rete manifoldness; the individual spe ialisations are alled in the rst ase points, in the se ond ase elements, of the
manifoldness. Notions whose spe ialisations form a dis rete manifoldness are
so ommon that at least in the ultivated languages any things being given
it is always possible to nd a notion in whi h they are in luded. (Hen e
mathemati ians might unhesitatingly found the theory of dis rete magnitudes upon the postulate that ertain given things are to be regarded as
equivalent.) On the other hand, so few and far between are the o asions for
forming notions whose spe ialisations make up a ontinuous manifoldness,
that the only simple notions whose spe ialisations form a multiply extended
manifoldness are the positions of per eived obje ts and olours. More frequent o asions for the reation and development of these notions o ur rst
in the higher mathemati .
De nite portions of a manifoldness, distinguished by a mark or by a
boundary, are alled Quanta. Their omparison with regard to quantity is
a omplished in the ase of dis rete magnitudes by ounting, in the ase of
ontinuous magnitudes by measuring. Measure onsists in the superposition
of the magnitudes to be ompared; it therefore requires a means of using
one magnitude as the standard for another. In the absen e of this, two
magnitudes an only be ompared when one is a part of the other; in whi h
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ase also we an only determine the more or less and not the how mu h. The
resear hes whi h an in this ase be instituted about them form a general
division of the s ien e of magnitude in whi h magnitudes are regarded not as
existing independently of position and not as expressible in terms of a unit,
but as regions in a manifoldness. Su h resear hes have be ome a ne essity for
many parts of mathemati s, e.g., for the treatment of many-valued analyti al
fun tions; and the want of them is no doubt a hief ause why the elebrated
theorem of Abel and the a hievements of Lagrange, Pfa , Ja obi for the
general theory of di erential equations, have so long remained unfruitful. Out
of this general part of the s ien e of extended magnitude in whi h nothing is
assumed but what is ontained in the notion of it, it will suÆ e for the present
purpose to bring into prominen e two points; the rst of whi h relates to the
onstru tion of the notion of a multiply extended manifoldness, the se ond
relates to the redu tion of determinations of pla e in a given manifoldness
to determinations of quantity, and will make lear the true hara ter of an
n-fold extent.

x 2.

If in the ase of a notion whose spe ialisations form a ontinuous
manifoldness, one passes from a ertain spe ialisation in a de nite way to
another, the spe ialisations passed over form a simply extended manifoldness, whose true hara ter is that in it a ontinuous progress from a point is
possible only on two sides, forwards or ba kwards. If one now supposes that
this manifoldness in its turn passes over into another entirely di erent, and
again in a de nite way, namely so that ea h point passes over into a de nite
point of the other, then all the spe ialisations so obtained form a doubly
extended manifoldness. In a similar manner one obtains a triply extended
manifoldness, if one imagines a doubly extended one passing over in a de nite
way to another entirely di erent; and it is easy to see how this onstru tion
may be ontinued. If one regards the variable obje t instead of the determinable notion of it, this onstru tion may be des ribed as a omposition of
a variability of n + 1 dimensions out of a variability of n dimensions and a
variability of one dimension.

x 3. I shall show how onversely one may resolve a variability whose region
is given into a variability of one dimension and a variability of fewer dimensions. To this end let us suppose a variable pie e of a manifoldness of one
dimension|re koned from a xed origin, that the values of it may be omparable with one another|whi h has for every point of the given manifoldness
a de nite value, varying ontinuously with the point; or, in other words,
let us take a ontinuous fun tion of position within the given manifoldness,
whi h, moreover, is not onstant throughout any part of that manifoldness.
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Every system of points where the fun tion has a onstant value, forms then a
ontinuous manifoldness of fewer dimensions than the given one. These manifoldnesses pass over ontinuously into one another as the fun tion hanges;
we may therefore assume that out of one of them the others pro eed, and
speaking generally this may o ur in su h a way that ea h point passes over
into a de nite point of the other; the ases of ex eption (the study of whi h
is important) may here be left un onsidered. Hereby the determination of
position in the given manifoldness is redu ed to a determination of quantity
and to a determination of position in a manifoldness of less dimensions. It
is now easy to show that this manifoldness has n 1 dimensions when the
given manifold is n-ply extended. By repeating then this operation n times,
the determination of position in an n-ply extended manifoldness is redu ed
to n determinations of quantity, and therefore the determination of position
in a given manifoldness is redu ed to a nite number of determinations of
quantity when this is possible. There are manifoldnesses in whi h the determination of position requires not a nite number, but either an endless series
or a ontinuous manifoldness of determinations of quantity. Su h manifoldnesses are, for example, the possible determinations of a fun tion for a given
region, the possible shapes of a solid gure, & .
II. Measure-relations of whi h a manifoldness of n dimensions is apable on
the assumption that lines have a length independent of position, and
onsequently that every line may be measured by every other.

Having onstru ted the notion of a manifoldness of n dimensions, and
found that its true hara ter onsists in the property that the determination of position in it may be redu ed to n determinations of magnitude, we
ome to the se ond of the problems proposed above, viz. the study of the
measure-relations of whi h su h a manifoldness is apable, and of the onditions whi h suÆ e to determine them. These measure-relations an only be
studied in abstra t notions of quantity, and their dependen e on one another
an only be represented by formul. On ertain assumptions, however, they
are de omposable into relations whi h, taken separately, are apable of geometri representation; and thus it be omes possible to express geometri ally
the al ulated results. In this way, to ome to solid ground, we annot, it is
true, avoid abstra t onsiderations in our formul, but at least the results of
al ulation may subsequently be presented in a geometri form. The foundations of these two parts of the question are established in the elebrated
memoir of Gauss, Disqusitiones generales ir a super ies urvas.

x 1. Measure-determinations require that quantity should be independent
of position, whi h may happen in various ways. The hypothesis whi h rst
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presents itself, and whi h I shall here develop, is that a ording to whi h
the length of lines is independent of their position, and onsequently every
line is measurable by means of every other. Position- xing being redu ed to
quantity- xings, and the position of a point in the n-dimensioned manifoldness being onsequently expressed by means of n variables x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; : : : ; xn ,
the determination of a line omes to the giving of these quantities as fun tions
of one variable. The problem onsists then in establishing a mathemati al
expression for the length of a line, and to this end we must onsider the quantities x as expressible in terms of ertain units. I shall treat this problem
only under ertain restri tions, and I shall on ne myself in the rst pla e to
lines in whi h the ratios of the in rements dx of the respe tive variables vary
ontinuously. We may then on eive these lines broken up into elements,
within whi h the ratios of the quantities dx may be regarded as onstant;
and the problem is then redu ed to establishing for ea h point a general
expression for the linear element ds starting from that point, an expression
whi h will thus ontain the quantities x and the quantities dx. I shall suppose, se ondly, that the length of the linear element, to the rst order, is
unaltered when all the points of this element undergo the same in nitesimal
displa ement, whi h implies at the same time that if all the quantities dx
are in reased in the same ratio, the linear element will vary also in the same
ratio. On these suppositions, the linear element may be any homogeneous
fun tion of the rst degree of the quantities dx, whi h is un hanged when
we hange the signs of all the dx, and in whi h the arbitrary onstants are
ontinuous fun tions of the quantities x. To nd the simplest ases, I shall
seek rst an expression for manifoldnesses of n 1 dimensions whi h are
everywhere equidistant from the origin of the linear element; that is, I shall
seek a ontinuous fun tion of position whose values distinguish them from
one another. In going outwards from the origin, this must either in rease in
all dire tions or de rease in all dire tions; I assume that it in reases in all
dire tions, and therefore has a minimum at that point. If, then, the rst and
se ond di erential oeÆ ients of this fun tion are nite, its rst di erential
must vanish, and the se ond di erential annot be ome negative; I assume
that it is always positive. This di erential expression, of the se ond order
remains onstant when ds remains onstant, and in reases in the dupli ate
ratio when the dx, and therefore also ds, in rease in the same ratio; it must
therefore be ds2 multiplied by a onstant, and onsequently ds is the square
root of an always positive integral homogeneous fun tion of the se ond order
of the quantities dx, in whi h the oeÆ ients are ontinuous fun tions of the
quantities x. For Spa e,qwhen the position of points is expressed by re tilinP(dx)2; Spa e is therefore in luded in this simplest
ear o-ordinates, ds =
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ase. The next ase in simpli ity in ludes those manifoldnesses in whi h the
line-element may be expressed as the fourth root of a quarti di erential expression. The investigation of this more general kind would require no really
di erent prin iples, but would take onsiderable time and throw little new
light on the theory of spa e, espe ially as the results annot be geometri ally
expressed; I restri t myself, therefore, to those manifoldnesses in whi h the
line element is expressed as the square root of a quadri di erential expression. Su h an expression we an transform into another similar one if we
substitute for the n independent variables fun tions of n new independent
variables. In this way, however, we annot transform any expression into any
other; sin e the expression ontains 12 n(n +1) oeÆ ients whi h are arbitrary
fun tions of the independent variables; now by the introdu tion of new variables we an only satisfy n onditions, and therefore make no more than n of
the oeÆ ients equal to given quantities. The remaining 12 n(n 1) are then
entirely determined by the nature of the ontinuum to be represented, and
onsequently 21 n(n 1) fun tions of positions are required for the determination of its measure-relations. Manifoldnesses in whi h,pas
in the Plane and
P
in Spa e, the line-element may be redu ed to the form
dx2 , are therefore
only a parti ular ase of the manifoldnesses to be here investigated; they require a spe ial name, and therefore these manifoldnesses in whi h the square
of the line-element may be expressed as the sum of the squares of omplete
di erentials I will all at. In order now to review the true varieties of all
the ontinua whi h may be represented in the assumed form, it is ne essary
to get rid of diÆ ulties arising from the mode of representation, whi h is a omplished by hoosing the variables in a ordan e with a ertain prin iple.

x 2. For this purpose let us imagine that from any given point the system

of shortest limes going out from it is onstru ted; the position of an arbitrary
point may then be determined by the initial dire tion of the geodesi in whi h
it lies, and by its distan e measured along that line from the origin. It an
therefore be expressed in terms of the ratios dx0 of the quantities dx in this
geodesi , and of the length s of this line. Let us introdu e now instead of the
dx0 linear fun tions dx of them, su h that the initial value of the square of the
line-element shall equal the sum of the squares of these expressions, so that
the independent varaibles are now the length s and the ratios of the quantities
dx. Lastly, take instead of the dx quantities x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; : : : ; xn proportional
2
to them, but su h that the sum of their squares = sP
. When we introdu e
these quantities, the square of the line-element is dx2 for in nitesimal
values of the x, but the term of next order in it is equal to a homogeneous
fun tion of the se ond order of the 21 n(n 1) quantities (x1 dx2 x2 dx1 ),
(x1 dx3 x3 dx1 ) : : : an in nitesimal, therefore, of the fourth order; so that
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we obtain a nite quantity on dividing this by the square of the in nitesimal
triangle, whose verti es are (0; 0; 0; : : :), (x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; : : :), (dx1 ; dx2 ; dx3 ; : : :).
This quantity retains the same value so long as the x and the dx are in luded
in the same binary linear form, or so long as the two geodesi s from 0 to x and
from 0 to dx remain in the same surfa e-element; it depends therefore only
on pla e and dire tion. It is obviously zero when the manifold
P represented
is at, i.e., when the squared line-element is redu ible to dx2 , and may
therefore be regarded as the measure of the deviation of the manifoldness
from atness at the given point in the given surfa e-dire tion. Multiplied
by 43 it be omes equal to the quantity whi h Privy Coun illor Gauss has
alled the total urvature of a surfa e. For the determination of the measurerelations of a manifoldness apable of representation in the assumed form
we found that 12 n(n 1) pla e-fun tions were ne essary; if, therefore, the
urvature at ea h point in 12 n(n 1) surfa e-dire tions is given, the measurerelations of the ontinuum may be determined from them|provided there be
no identi al relations among these values, whi h in fa t, to speak generally, is
not the ase. In this way the measure-relations of a manifoldness in whi h the
line-element is the square root of a quadri di erential may be expressed in a
manner wholly independent of the hoi e of independent variables. A method
entirely similar may for this purpose be applied also to the manifoldness in
whi h the line-element has a less simple expression, e.g., the fourth root
of a quarti di erential. In this ase the line-element, generally speaking,
is no longer redu ible to the form of the square root of a sum of squares,
and therefore the deviation from atness in the squared line-element is an
in nitesimal of the se ond order, while in those manifoldnesses it was of the
fourth order. This property of the last-named ontinua may thus be alled
atness of the smallest parts. The most important property of these ontinua
for our present purpose, for whose sake alone they are here investigated, is
that the relations of the twofold ones may be geometri ally represented by
surfa es, and of the morefold ones may be redu ed to those of the surfa es
in luded in them; whi h now requires a short further dis ussion.

x 3. In the idea of surfa es, together with the intrinsi measure-relations
in whi h only the length of lines on the surfa es is onsidered, there is always mixed up the position of points lying out of the surfa e. We may,
however, abstra t from external relations if we onsider su h deformations
as leave unaltered the length of lines|i.e., if we regard the surfa e as bent
in any way without stret hing, and treat all surfa es so related to ea h other
as equivalent. Thus, for example, any ylindri al or oni al surfa e ounts
as equivalent to a plane, sin e it may be made out of one by mere bending, in whi h the intrinsi measure-relations remain, and all theorems about
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a plane|therefore the whole of planimetry|retain their validity. On the
other hand they ount as essentially di erent from the sphere, whi h annot
be hanged into a plane without stret hing. A ording to our previous investigation the intrinsi measure-relations of a twofold extent in whi h the
line-element may be expressed as the square root of a quadri di erential,
whi h is the ase with surfa es, are hara terised by the total urvature. Now
this quantity in the ase of surfa es is apable of a visible interpretation, viz.,
it is the produ t of the two urvatures of the surfa e, or multiplied by the
area of a small geodesi triangle, it is equal to the spheri al ex ess of the
same. The rst de nition assumes the proposition that the produ t of the
two radii of urvature is unaltered by mere bending; the se ond, that in the
same pla e the area of a small triangle is proportional to its spheri al ex ess.
To give an intelligible meaning to the urvature of an n-fold extent at a given
point and in a given surfa e-dire tion through it, we must start from the fa t
that a geodesi pro eeding from a point is entirely determined when its initial
dire tion is given. A ording to this we obtain a determinate surfa e if we
prolong all the geodesi s pro eeding from the given point and lying initially
in the given surfa e-dire tion; this surfa e has at the given point a de nite
urvature, whi h is also the urvature of the n-fold ontinuum at the given
point in the given surfa e-dire tion.

x 4. Before we make the appli ation to spa e, some

onsiderations about
at manifoldness in general are ne essary; i.e., about those in whi h the
square of the line-element is expressible as a sum of squares of omplete
di erentials.
In a at n-fold extent the total urvature is zero at all points in every
dire tion; it is suÆ ient, however (a ording to the pre eding investigation),
for the determination of measure-relations, to know that at ea h point the
urvature is zero in 21 n(n 1) independent surfa e dire tions. Manifoldnesses
whose urvature is onstantly zero may be treated as a spe ial ase of those
whose urvature is onstant. The ommon hara ter of those ontinua whose
urvature is onstant may be also expressed thus, that gures may be viewed
in them without stret hing. For learly gures ould not be arbitrarily shifted
and turned round in them if the urvature at ea h point were not the same in
all dire tions. On the other hand, however, the measure-relations of the manifoldness are entirely determined by the urvature; they are therefore exa tly
the same in all dire tions at one point as at another, and onsequently the
same onstru tions an be made from it: when e it follows that in aggregates
with onstant urvature gures may have any arbitrary position given them.
The measure-relations of these manifoldnesses depend only on the value of
the urvature, and in relation to the analyti expression it may be remarked
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that if this value is denoted by , the expression for the line-element may be
written
qP 2
1
P x2 dx :
1 + 41

x 5. The theory of surfa es of

onstant urvature will serve for a geometri
illustration. It is easy to see that surfa e whose urvature is positive may
always be rolled on a sphere whose radius is unity divided by the square root
of the urvature; but to review the entire manifoldness of these surfa es, let
one of them have the form of a sphere and the rest the form of surfa es of
revolution tou hing it at the equator. The surfa es with greater urvature
than this sphere will then tou h the sphere internally, and take a form like
the outer portion (from the axis) of the surfa e of a ring; they may be rolled
upon zones of spheres having new radii, but will go round more than on e.
The surfa es with less positive urvature are obtained from spheres of larger
radii, by utting out the lune bounded by two great half- ir les and bringing
the se tion-lines together. The surfa e with urvature zero will be a ylinder
standing on the equator; the surfa es with negative urvature will tou h the
ylinder externally and be formed like the inner portion (towards the axis) of
the surfa e of a ring. If we regard these surfa es as lo us in quo for surfa eregions moving in them, as Spa e is lo us in quo for bodies, the surfa eregions an be moved in all these surfa es without stret hing. The surfa es
with positive urvature an always be so formed that surfa e-regions may
also be moved arbitrarily about upon them without bending, namely (they
may be formed) into sphere-surfa es; but not those with negative- urvature.
Besides this independen e of surfa e-regions from position there is in surfa es
of zero urvature also an independen e of dire tion from position, whi h in
the former surfa es does not exist.
III. Appli ation to Spa e.

x 1.

By means of these inquiries into the determination of the measurerelations of an n-fold extent the onditions may be de lared whi h are ne essary and suÆ ient to determine the metri properties of spa e, if we assume
the independen e of line-length from position and expressibility of the lineelement as the square root of a quadri di erential, that is to say, atness in
the smallest parts.
First, they may be expressed thus: that the urvature at ea h point is
zero in three surfa e-dire tions; and then e the metri properties of spa e are
determined if the sum of the angles of a triangle is always equal to two right
angles.
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Se ondly, if we assume with Eu lid not merely an existen e of lines independent of position, but of bodies also, it follows that the urvature is
everywhere onstant; and then the sum of the angles is determined in all
triangles when it is known in one.
Thirdly, one might, instead of taking the length of lines to be independent
of position and dire tion, assume also an independen e of their length and
dire tion from position. A ording to this on eption hanges or di eren es
of position are omplex magnitudes expressible in three independent units.

x 2. In the ourse of our previous inquiries, we rst distinguished between
the relations of extension or partition and the relations of measure, and found
that with the same extensive properties, di erent measure-relations were
on eivable; we then investigated the system of simple size- xings by whi h
the measure-relations of spa e are ompletely determined, and of whi h all
propositions about them are a ne essary onsequen e; it remains to dis uss
the question how, in what degree, and to what extent these assumptions are
borne out by experien e. In this respe t there is a real distin tion between
mere extensive relations, and measure-relations; in so far as in the former,
where the possible ases form a dis rete manifoldness, the de larations of
experien e are indeed not quite ertain, but still not ina urate; while in the
latter, where the possible ases form a ontinuous manifoldness, every determination from experien e remains always ina urate: be the probability ever
so great that it is nearly exa t. This onsideration be omes important in the
extensions of these empiri al determinations beyond the limits of observation
to the in nitely great and in nitely small; sin e the latter may learly be ome
more ina urate beyond the limits of observation, but not the former.
In the extension of spa e- onstru tion to the in nitely great, we must
distinguish between unboundedness and in nite extent, the former belongs
to the extent relations, the latter to the measure-relations. That spa e is
an unbounded three-fold manifoldness, is an assumption whi h is developed
by every on eption of the outer world; a ording to whi h every instant
the region of real per eption is ompleted and the possible positions of a
sought obje t are onstru ted, and whi h by these appli ations is for ever
on rming itself. The unboundedness of spa e possesses in this way a greater
empiri al ertainty than any external experien e. But its in nite extent by
no means follows from this; on the other hand if we assume independen e of
bodies from position, and therefore as ribe to spa e onstant urvature, it
must ne essarily be nite provided this urvature has ever so small a positive
value. If we prolong all the geodesi s starting in a given surfa e-element,
we should obtain an unbounded surfa e of onstant urvature, i.e., a surfa e
whi h in a at manifoldness of three dimensions would take the form of a
10

sphere, and onsequently be nite.
x 3. The questions about the in nitely great are for the interpretation of
nature useless questions. But this is not the ase with the questions about
the in nitely small. It is upon the exa tness with whi h we follow phenomena into the in nitely small that our knowledge of their ausal relations
essentially depends. The progress of re ent enturies in the knowledge of mehani s depends almost entirely on the exa tness of the onstru tion whi h
has be ome possible through the invention of the in nitesimal al ulus, and
through the simple prin iples dis overed by Ar himedes, Galileo, and Newton, and used by modern physi . But in the natural s ien es whi h are still
in want of simple prin iples for su h onstru tions, we seek to dis over the
ausal relations by following the phenomena into great minuteness, so far as
the mi ros ope permits. Questions about the measure-relations of spa e in
the in nitely small are not therefore super uous questions.
If we suppose that bodies exist independently of position, the urvature
is everywhere onstant, and it then results from astronomi al measurements
that it annot be di erent from zero; or at any rate its re ipro al must be an
area in omparison with whi h the range of our teles opes may be negle ted.
But if this independen e of bodies from position does not exist, we annot
draw on lusions from metri relations of the great, to those of the in nitely
small; in that ase the urvature at ea h point may have an arbitrary value
in three dire tions, provided that the total urvature of every measurable
portion of spa e does not di er sensibly from zero. Still more ompli ated
relations may exist if we no longer suppose the linear element expressible
as the square root of a quadri di erential. Now it seems that the empiri al
notions on whi h the metri al determinations of spa e are founded, the notion
of a solid body and of a ray of light, ease to be valid for the in nitely small.
We are therefore quite at liberty to suppose that the metri relations of spa e
in the in nitely small do not onform to the hypotheses of geometry; and we
ought in fa t to suppose it, if we an thereby obtain a simpler explanation
of phenomena.
The question of the validity of the hypotheses of geometry in the in nitely
small is bound up with the question of the ground of the metri relations of
spa e. In this last question, whi h we may still regard as belonging to the
do trine of spa e, is found the appli ation of the remark made above; that
in a dis rete manifoldness, the ground of its metri relations is given in the
notion of it, while in a ontinuous manifoldness, this ground must ome
from outside. Either therefore the reality whi h underlies spa e must form
a dis rete manifoldness, or we must seek the gound of its metri relations
outside it, in binding for es whi h a t upon it.
The answer to these questions an only be got by starting from the on11

eption of phenomena whi h has hitherto been justi ed by experien e, and
whi h Newton assumed as a foundation, and by making in this on eption
the su essive hanges required by fa ts whi h it annot explain. Resear hes
starting from general notions, like the investigation we have just made, an
only be useful in preventing this work from being hampered by too narrow
views, and progress in knowledge of the interdependen e of things from being
he ked by traditional prejudi es.
This leads us into the domain of another s ien e, of physi , into whi h
the obje t of this work does not allow us to go to-day.
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Synopsis.

Plan of the Inquiry:
I. Notion of an n-ply extended magnitude.

x 1.

Continuous and dis rete manifoldnesses. De ned parts of a manifoldness are alled Quanta. Division of the theory of ontinuous
magnitude into the theories,
(1) Of mere region-relations, in whi h an independen e of magnitudes from position is not assumed;
(2) Of size-relations, in whi h su h an independen e must be assumed.
x 2. Constru tion of the notion of a one-fold, two-fold, n-fold extended
magnitude.
x 3. Redu tion of pla e- xing in a given manifoldness to quantityxings. True hara ter of an n-fold extended magnitude.

II. Measure-relations of whi h a manifoldness of n-dimensions is apable on
the assumption that lines have a length independent of position, and
onsequently that every line may be measured by every other.

x 1.
x 2.

x 3.
x 4.

x 5.

Expression for the line-element. Manifoldnesses to be alled Flat
in whi h the line-element is expressible as the square root of a sum
of squares of omplete di erentials.
Investigation of the manifoldness of n-dimensions in whi h the line
element may be represented as the square root of a quadri differential. Measure o ts deviation from atness ( urvature) at a
given point in a given surfa e-dire tion. For the determination
of its measure-relations it is allowable and suÆ ient that the urvature be arbitrarily given at every point in 21 n(n 1) surfa e
dire tions.
Geometri illustration.
Flat manifoldnesses (in whi h the urvature is everywhere = 0)
may be treated as a spe ial ase of manifoldnesses with onstant
urvature. These an also be de ned as admitting an independen e of n-fold extents in them from position (possibility of motion
without stret hing).
Surfa es with onstant urvature.
13

III. Appli ation to Spa e.

x 1.

System of fa ts whi h suÆ e to determine the measure-relations
of spa e assumed in geometry.
x 2. How far is the validity of these empiri al determinations probable
beyond the limits of observation towards the in nitely great?
x 3. How far towards the in nitely small? Conne tion of this question
with the interpretation of nature.
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